Dimensions+

Overview
Dimensions+ offers a new way to view and analyse all
your EPoS and business data in one single view.

Complimenting the Dimensions reporting module that comes as standard to
Zonal’s EPoS solution, Dimensions+ integrates with Power BI to bring your EPoS
data to life with bespoke views and dashboards.
Avoid time wasted logging into multiple platforms, as Dimensions+ gives you one
version of the truth, combining a variety of different data sources such as your
accounting systems, payroll and customer feedback in one platform.
Quickly identify trends and areas that require immediate action, view all aspects
of your EPoS data, track KPIs, compare year on year sales figures and map your
brands’ performance.
Unlike other reporting providers, Dimensions+ is supported by Zonal’s help
centre and same-day set-up means you could be viewing your business analytics
within hours.

Features
Full integration to Zonal’s EPoS
solution
Combine different data sources,
such as accounting systems,
payroll and customer feedback all
in one platform
Create and develop easy-to-use
dashboards

Easy-to-understand graphics for
visual representations
Daily updates
Accessible on PC, tablet or mobile
Same-day set-up
Unlimited users
1 Pro Power BI account required
Available for a flat monthly fee

“

Dimensions+ is
extremely intuitive and
mines data quickly,
so that we have
more time to focus
on our business. The
old adage ‘a picture
speaks a thousand
words’ relates to
Dimensions+ as it
does the same thing
for spreadsheets,
transforming data
into a graphic, which
is great to share with
employees. It’s a game
changer!
Jonathan Grenville-Grey

Operations Director, Snug Bars

Benefits
View and analyse real time EPoS data
and business data in one single view
Track KPIs, compare year on year and
map performance across your different
brands
Cost-effective and easy-to-use

Significant time savings from having to collate data
sources and produce reports manually
Discover meaningful insights and trends
Supported through Zonal’s help centre

Snug Bars boosted margins
by 2% using Dimensions+

Further Resources
Why Zonal?
Zonal is the trusted supplier of innovative, integrated
technology solutions to over 16,000 hospitality and leisure
businesses. Our award-winning, UK-based training, project
management and customer success teams will support you every
step of the way; from project initiation right through to go live,
you’re always in safe hands.

Guide:
Zonal Reporting Services Brochure
Blog:
Unlock data intelligence with
Dimensions+

Contact us today
0800 131 3400 | sales@zonal.co.uk
zonal.co.uk/dimensionsplus
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